I. The 3000th Anniversary Jerusalem celebrated this week.
B. Founded by King David when he moved his kingdom's capital from Hebron to Jerusalem.
C. Behaves us speak about the Eternal City which has such a chequered history of rise and fall, rise and fall.
D. Discuss two aspects: Its Spiritual/Physical Status.

II. The Spiritual Story of Jerusalem

A. Prophets saw Jerusalem as city from which true all people will learn brotherhood.
B. History gave it the Crown and, afterwards, the Repository it treasuries, hopes etc. (ancient & modern). (1101-344 BC)
C. Rabbits. Now present capital or header of chief of is.-i.e. a Spiritual Jerusalem.

D. Main Spiritual Element: One of miracles of Jerusalem in:

- Drown 2 feet - explain according to Geo.
- Then: deep meaning - if they stand up right attended with arrogant independence, then crumbled out of life, each man, no nation. But finally, kneeling to 5-1, then 3-3, man... man is small when he pull himself up to his true height. He reaches the sky when he put himself in his knees before God.

The Physical Status.

A. Today divided in half. Main Jerusalem - Old City - in Arab hands. Jews have only temporary. Never gave up hope: yesterday press reports Dulles withholding funds till Israel capitulate on Jerusalem. How foolish... But this not a partisan attack. Marshall too. Outlined in State Dept., will outline this morning.

Both Combined.

A. We Jews never separated physical / Spiritual Jerusalem. In today's Spa.
B. Jerusalem, Jerusalem (i.e. Citron). Rabbits on name: Citron.
C. "Upon the wall, the wall, (or...?"
D. The wall was far a physical City? Or Pres. Board Directors? - No - but idea of both combined. (No = Revivars? or City of complete city?"
The story of Jerusalem's history is filled with both spiritual and physical change. Despite its hardships, Jerusalem has been a symbol of endurance and hope. In captivity, it was a time of mourning, but also a time of spiritual renewal. Now, with the help of God and our own sincere dedication, we look forward to seeing the Holy City, restored, as the Eternal City, existing in glory and peace for all eternity.